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Improving Automated Feature Engineering Using Meta-learning Based
Techniques

Abstract:
Building well-performing machine learning pipelines requires the use of feature

engineering. However, building highly predictive features takes time and requires
subject-matter expertise. Although automated feature engineering research has recently
gained a lot of attention from both academia and industry, the scalability and efficiency
of the current methods and tools are still essentially subpar. To this end, we proposed
meta-learning techniques to improve the performance of two automated machine learning
frameworks; BigFeat and AutoFeat. Extensive experiments were conducted on 17 and
10 datasets for Bigfeat and AutoFeat, respectively. The results show that the proposed
meta-learning techniques achieved an average improvement of F1-Score = 1.51% on
BigFeat and an average improvement of F1-Score = 1.11% on AutoFeat.

Keywords: Feature Engineering, Automated Machine Learning, Meta-learning

CERCS: P170 - Computer science, numerical analysis, systems, control

Automatiseeritud Tunnnuste Väljatöötamise Täiustamine Metaõpe
Meetodite Alusel
Lühikokkuvõte:

Hästi toimivate masinõppe konveierprotsesside loomine nõuab tunnuste väljatööta-
mist. Väga heade ennustustulemustega tunnuste väljatöötamine võtab aga aega ja nõuab
erialaseid teadmisi. Kuigi automatiseeritud tunnuste väljatöötamisega seotud uuringud
on viimasel ajal pälvinud palju tähelepanu nii akadeemiliste ringkondade kui ka töös-
tuse poolt, on praeguste meetodite ja tööriistade skaleeritavus ja tõhusus siiski sisuliselt
kehvad. Selleks pakuti lõputöös välja metaõppetehnikaid kahe automatiseeritud masi-
nõpperaamistiku jõudluse parandamiseks: BigFeat ja AutoFeat. Laiaulatuslikud katsed
viidi läbi 17 Bigfeati ja 10 AutoFeati andmekogumiga. Tulemused näitavad, et pakutud
metaõppe meetodid parandasid BigFeat andmete puhul F1-skoori keskmiselt 1,51% ja
AutoFeati andmete puhul keskmiselt 1,11%.

Võtmesõnad:
Tunnuste Väljatöötamine, Automatiseeritud Masinõpe, Metaõpe

CERCS: P170 - Arvutiteadus, arvutusmeetodid, süsteemid, juhtimine (automaatjuhti-
misteooria)
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1 Introduction
This thesis highlights the effect of meta-learning techniques on Automated Feature
Engineering (AutoFE) frameworks. This introductory chapter describes the motivation
for utilizing meta-learning techniques in the area of feature engineering. Then, we
present a list of contributions and an outline of this dissertation.

1.1 Motivation
Nowadays, improvements in machine learning have led to advancements in fields such
as computer vision and speech recognition. In classifying objects in images, image
recognition systems have surpassed human ability [RDS+14]. In transcribing spoken
language, speech recognition systems have outperformed human teams [XDH+16].
These impressive accomplishments have created a great deal of interest among enterprises,
organizations, and governments in utilizing machine learning to solve their data science
problems.

Data science is the process of deriving insights, information, and predicting models
from data. A typical data science pipeline involves five steps: problem definition, data
collection, feature engineering, learning model selection, and hyper-parameter tuning.
It begins with the formulation of the predicted problem of interest, which is often
determined by the demands of the individual or organization. The process then includes
gathering and storing problem-specific data. Next, it synthesizes new features from
gathered data by implying what could be used to estimate the outcome. The final step
is selecting a machine learning model and hyper-parameter tuning to achieve the best
performance.

Feature engineering (FE) is one of the most time-consuming and essential steps.
It is crucial because the efficacy of machine learning algorithms highly depends on
the characteristics of the input data. Therefore, the performance of the same machine
learning model with the same parameters and even barely different input features can vary
significantly [Dom12]. Creating useful features is also quite time-consuming because it
requires data scientists with extensive experience in machine learning and statistics.

Individuals and organizations can derive significant benefits from the automation of
feature engineering. It enables data scientists to prioritize other pipeline processes and
iterate through numerous pipelines more efficiently. Frequently, it is unclear if additional
time and effort should be spent constructing new features, selecting a different machine
learning model, or acquiring more relevant data. However, AutoFE can eliminate
a considerable amount of ambiguity and accelerate the decision-making process by
estimating how much value can be obtained from the current dataset and model. In
addition, this would address the lack of experienced data scientists in organizations and
governments by eliminating the need for intuition and domain-specific data knowledge
to generate significant features. Using AutoFE, non-experts may rapidly extract value
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from their data and create a machine learning model that performs comparably better
than models designed by a machine learning practitioner.

Rarely, if ever, do we begin learning new abilities from scratch. We start with abilities
earned by completing similar tasks in the past, reusing methods that have worked well
in the past, and focusing on what is likely worth attempting based on prior experience
[LUTG17]. Learning new skills becomes easier and quicker with each new talent,
requiring fewer examples and less trial-and-error. In summary, we acquire the ability
to learn across tasks. Similarly, when creating machine learning models to solve a
problem, we frequently rely on our experience with related tasks to make the appropriate
decisions or use our (sometimes implicit) knowledge of the behavior of machine learning
approaches to help us make the proper decisions.

The challenge of meta-learning is learning from previous experiences in a systematic
and data-driven way. First, we must acquire meta-data describing previous learning
tasks and previously trained models. They consist of the exact algorithm configurations
used to train the models, such as hyper-parameter settings, pipeline configurations, and
evaluation metrics, such as F-1 score, accuracy, a neural network’s weights, and the task’s
measurable properties, also referred to as meta-features. Second, we must extract and
transfer information from this metadata that leads to the search for appropriate models
for new tasks.

Many studies have been done on the subject of AutoFE. However, these studies con-
sistently generate all features during the feature generation phase and later select a subset
of those features. As a result, the time and space complexity are extremely high, making
it inapplicable for applications involving big data volumes or high feature dimensions. In
contrast, the desired AutoFE framework should be computationally efficient and scalable
for larger tasks. We believe that using meta-learning based techniques in the FE field can
fill the gap between the current and desired states.

Hence, this thesis aims to integrate meta-learning techniques into the AutoFE frame-
works to reduce the execution time of the framework and improve the quality of the
generated features in a relatively short amount of time. We expect that integrating
meta-learning methods will allow us to get a warm-start on the optimization process by
determining better initial weights for sampled operators. We aim to get similar outcomes
with fewer iterations and less computational power by starting weights closer to optimal
levels.
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1.2 Contribution
The following points highlight the contribution of the thesis:

• We analyzed many different meta-features to determine the best features to charac-
terize datasets and previous tasks.

• We proposed meta-learning techniques to improve the performance of two auto-
mated feature engineering frameworks, including BigFeat and AutoFeat.

• We evaluated the performance of the proposed techniques on different datasets.

1.3 Outline
The outline of the thesis is as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work in the domain
of AutoML, Automated Feature Engineering, and Meta-learning Techniques in AutoML.
Section 3 shows the proposed methodology of this thesis in 2 parts; Recommendation
Engine for BigFeat and Recommendation Engine for AutoFeat. Section 4 presents the
performance evaluation of meta-learning based BigFeat and the performance evaluation
of meta-learning based AutoFeat. Lastly, section 5 concludes the previous sections and
provides a brief overview of future work.
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2 Background
In recent years, a substantial amount of work has been conducted in the field of Automated
Machine Learning. The following is a summary of the relevant studies and literature.

2.1 Automated Machine Learning (AutoML)
As machine learning becomes more popular, many solutions to support the AutoML
[HKV19] domain are being created. Such development is intended to reduce the time
needed to build well-performing machine learning pipelines. More specifically, Au-
toML aims to find an algorithm with the best set of hyperparameters to achieve good
performance.

Numerous AutoML techniques have been created to automate the process of algo-
rithm selection and hyper-parameter tuning problem (CASH). The objective of the CASH
problem is to find the algorithm and hyper-parameter combination that optimizes the
performance of a pipeline for a given task based on a given metric.

The most widely used AutoML tools are presented below in short.

2.1.1 Supervised AutoML

This section shows different AutoML frameworks for supervised learning problems such
as regression and classification.

TPOT Tree-based Pipeline Optimization Tool, TPOT, is an open-source Python project
built on top of Scikit-Learn [OM16]. Figure 1 shows an example of a TPOT pipeline.
It is based on genetic programming and explores a variety of feature preprocessing and
learning algorithm pipelines. TPOT is a supervised learning tool that uses 150 SciKit-
Learn algorithms, including preprocessing approaches, to perform classification. The
initial generation generates 100 tree-based pipelines, which are then optimized using the
Python library DEAP. Twenty pipelines are chosen to mutate and create new pipeline
generations. Through cross-over, each pipeline generates five additional pipelines. The
algorithm runs for 100 generations, with each generation updating a pareto front of
non-dominated solutions.
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Figure 1. TPOT Pipeline [OM16].

Auto-Sklearn Auto-Sklearn is implemented on top of Scikit-Learn, a popular Python
machine learning package [FEF+20]. It employs SMAC [BBE+20] as Bayesian opti-
mization for hyperparameter search and then selects the most likely hyper-parameter
configuration to give the best performance. The generated model is evaluated, and the
probabilistic model is updated with new data. This procedure continues throughout the
entire process. The AutoSklearn pipeline consists of data preprocessing (imputation,
one-hot encoding, resealing) and feature preprocessing. It generates an ensemble of pre-
viously discovered, high-performing models at the end of the process. Also, initialization
of algorithm selection and hyperparameter tuning is done through meta-learning, but it is
only available for classification at the moment.

AutoWEKA AutoWEKA [THHL12] is one of the most widely used AutoML tools. It
is based on WEKA and aims to make using the software as simple as possible. It uses
Bayesian optimization for hyperparameter tuning, similar to AutoSklearn. It initially
just supported classification, but with version 2.0, it also supports regression tasks. Au-
toWEKA offers a large number of classifiers, which is not applicable for other AutoML
frameworks. It also has a graphical user interface (GUI) and a command line. It is one
of the most user-friendly frameworks, so it is straightforward to start building machine
learning models with minimal knowledge.
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Auto-Net Auto-Net [MKF+] is an AutoML framework for tuning neural networks
based on SMAC optimization, built on PyTorch. Auto-Net’s first version is built in
Auto-Sklearn to take advantage of some of Auto-Sklearn’s machine learning pipeline
components, such as preprocessing. Only fully-connected feed-forward neural networks
were considered in the first version of Auto-Net as they were applied on a range of
datasets. Auto-net uses the Lasagne Python deep learning library [DSR+15] to access
deep learning algorithms. Vanilla stochastic gradient descent, stochastic gradient descent
with momentum, Adadelta [Zei12], Adam [KB14], and Adagrad [DHS11] are some of
the algorithms included in Auto-Net for tuning neural network weights.

2.1.2 Unsupervised AutoML

The popularity of AutoML has contributed to the development of many frameworks
that are primarily focused on supervised problems. This is mainly because there are no
ground truths for real-world datasets, causing obscure objective function to optimize.
[PDK20]. However, only a few methods have been developed to assist inexperienced
practitioners in selecting the best-performing algorithms for unsupervised learning tasks.
The problem of unsupervised AutoML is formally defined as follows:

Let D represent a group of n data sets D = {D1, D2, . . . , Dn}. Also, let F (D) =
{f1, . . . , fk} represent a collection of k meta-features extracted from dataset D. Let
A = {A1, . . . , Am} be a group of clustering algorithms, and let Λi represent the search
space of the hyper-parameters for the algorithm Ai. Finally, let L (Ai(λ), D) represent
the loss of Ai with hyperparameters λ ∈ Λi on D. The objective of the CASH problem
is to discover the algorithm and hyperparameter values that minimize this loss:

A∗, λ∗ = argmin
Ai∈A,λ∈Λi

L (Ai(λ), D) (1)

The following part will cover several AutoML frameworks that address unsupervised
task-related problems.

AutoML4Clust AutoML4Clust [FBTS21] integrates the algorithm selection and hy-
perparameter tuning to address the problem. It is built on top of Scikit-learn and only
supports K-means, MiniBatch K-means, and k-Medoids, which are all k-center clustering
algorithms. AutoML4Clust only tunes the number of clusters k over a fixed search space
for hyperparameter tuning, ensuring that the maximum k value is proportional to the num-
ber of instances in the dataset. Calinski-Harabasz, Davies-Bouldin Index, and Silhouette
are three internal metrics that the user can use for evaluation. To obtain high-performing
configurations rapidly, AutoML4Clust employs a Bayesian optimization, Hyperband, or
BOHB.
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AutoClust AutoClust [PDK20] is an end-to-end system for selecting automatic clus-
tering algorithms that rely on meta-learning and cluster validity indices. It solves the
problem by combining meta-learning with Bayesian optimization techniques. The
framework presents a method for hyperparameter tuning of clustering algorithms that
takes advantage of a novel optimization criterion: regression of cluster validity indices.
Empirical testing of the methodology utilizing many real-world data sets confirms the
framework’s effectiveness over 24 state-of-the-art methods. K-means, OPTICS, Affinity
Propagation, Birch, DBSCAN, Spectral, Agglomerated and MeanShift are among the
eight clustering methods considered in the framework.

cSmartML cSmartML [ELS21] provides a solution that addresses algorithm selection
and hyperparameter tuning as a single problem. The four main phases of the framework
are the input phase, algorithm and metric selection, hyper-parameter optimization, and
computing the output and updating the knowledge base. The user uploads the dataset
and sets the time budget limit for the metric selection, algorithm selection, and hyper-
parameter tuning processes in the input phase. Meta-feature extraction and meta-learning
recommendation are the two primary components of the algorithm and metric selection
phase.

cSmartML assesses a collection of meta-features on eight clustering methods, includ-
ing KMeans, DBSCAN, OPTICS, Birch, Spectral, Agglomerated, Affinity Propagation,
and MeanShift. Twelve internal indices were utilized to evaluate the clustering solutions
of the analyzed algorithms. Each dataset was clustered utilizing each of the eight clus-
tering methods with different hyper-parameter values and assessed with every possible
combination of the three clustering functions to choose the best configurations.. It uses
Spearman’s rank correlation to compute the correlation between configuration rankings
derived through external validation with Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) to deter-
mine the validity of the multi-objective rankings. For each dataset, cSmartML stores the
clustering technique and the three validity indices with the highest correlation coefficients
for meta-learning purposes. cSmartML considers both main hyperparameters, such as
maximum iteration, n-init MeanShift bandwidth, and n-clusters, as well as conditional
hyperparameters such as gamma, xi and gamma.

Autocluster Autocluster [LLT21] contains Clustering-oriented Meta-feature Extraction
(CME) and Multi-CVIs Clustering Ensemble Construction (MC2EC). CME captures
the meta-features of spatial randomization and the different learning aspects of clustering
algorithms to improve meta-learning. MC2EC develops a collaborative mechanism
based on clustering ensemble to balance the measuring criterion of various CVIs, such
as Calinski-Harabasz Index (CHI) and Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI), and one non-center-
based representative, the Silhouette Coefficient (SC), to build a more suitable clustering
model for given datasets.
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2.2 Automated Feature Engineering
Feature engineering is a technique for creating and choosing features from a raw dataset.
It is well known that the quality of the features has a significant impact on the success
of the machine learning pipeline [HTF09]. However, developing meaningful features
is time-consuming and requires highly competent data scientists with robust machine
learning and statistics backgrounds to extract significant findings from raw data. Ad-
ditionally, it necessitates the use of human intuition and experience. Furthermore, as
domain knowledge is critical in this stage, senior data scientists have claimed that FE is
the most time-consuming. On the other hand, the amount of data scientists required to
support the expanding number of machine learning applications is unsustainable. As a
result, manually performing FE for these applications becomes implausible. The problem
of AutoFE is formally defined as follows:

Assume a machine learning model that consists of:

• A dataset that consists of input-output set. Let x ∈ X be a single record of the
dataset with M features.

{
x(1), · · · ,x(M)

}
. Let y ∈ Y be the label of the dataset.

Training data that has N records can be shown as Dtrain = {X train, Y train} =
{(x1, y1) , · · · , (xN , yN)}.Likewise, testing and validation data can be shown as
Dvalid and Dtest .

• A machine learning model A builds a predictive function F : X → Y that takes
validation and training data as an input and returns a predicted label as an output.

• An error function E which calculates the loss of the function F , based on the
original label y.

Feature engineering aims to find a feature generation function: Ψ : X → Z that
produces a new feature z ∈ Z depending on the original features x ∈ X , by applying
collection of k operators O = {o1, · · · , ok}, therefore the machine learning model A can
construct a function F which reduce the error function E . More theoretically, we wish
to identify the feature generation function that minimizes the error E of the predictive
function F :

Ψ∗ = argmin
Ψ

L (F (Ψ (X test)) , Y test) (2)
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2.2.1 Deep Learning based approach

Deep learning (DL) approaches have been used on various data types, including tabular,
text, video streaming, and audio [BCV13]. The capability of deep learning models to
learn expressive representations from the original input data is well-known. However, this
way of learning insightful data characteristics has some disadvantages in practice. First,
training high-performing deep learning models needs a massive amount of data, which
is not always feasible across a wide variety of application areas. Second, training deep
learning models requires tuning a large number of hyperparameters, which takes time and
requires a large amount of computational resources. Finally, since the features obtained
from deep learning models are not interpretable, machine learning practitioners have
difficulty believing models based on them. While tremendous progress has been achieved
in terms of improving the interpretability of neural networks, this is still inadequate for
critical domains in practice, such as applications in healthcare [ESAMS19].

2.2.2 Feature Generation & Feature Selection Based Approach

AutoFE techniques often integrate both feature generation and feature selection phases
and and utilize one of two main techniques for creating informative representations from
the raw data [KSS17a].

Generate-and-select-based approach builds an extensive feature pool and then
chooses features [KMP17]. This technique has performance and scalability limita-
tions due to conducting feature selection on a large number of features produced by
continuously applying all transformers.

Iterative-constructive-based approach iteratively builds features by assessing the
improvement gain obtained by combining the new features [KSS17b]. While this tech-
nique is more scalable than the generate-and-select-based approach, it may remove some
potential features in the early stages of the feature engineering pipeline. Thus, it may
prevent sophisticated features from being learned by the model. The majority of current
FE frameworks use the iterative-constructive-based technique.

FICUS FICUS [MR02] employs beam search to find the space of possible features,
generating new features using "constructor functions" (e.g., applying transformations to
the original features). The search for superior features in FICUS is guided by heuristic
measurements such as information gain in a decision tree and other evaluation metrics.

AutoFeat AutoFeat is a Python module that automates the feature engineering
process [HPR20]. It goes through the following stages: feature generation and feature
selection. Nonlinear operators are applied to each feature during the feature generation
step. These operators are x2, x3, 1/x, |x|, 2x, log(x),

√
x, exp(x), sin(x), cos(x). and
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then combining them with different operators (+, ∗,−). These processes can be repeated
many times to build deeper and more sophisticated features. However, since the number
of features increases exponentially with each iteration, a large number of iterations is
impractical in terms of time and computational resources. In the second phase, AutoFeat
conducts feature selection to reduce the number of features to a more realistic size. Also,
feature selection is accomplished in two stages. First, created features are prioritized
according to their correlation with the target residual, and only the features with the
highest correlation are selected for the second stage. Subsets of features which are
chosen in the previous step and random permutations of all features are then used to train
the Lasso LARS regression model. Then the regression coefficient with the maximum
value among the random features is used as a threshold. Only features with regression
coefficients greater than the threshold are retained for final selection. Besides, the feature
selection stage can be performed numerous times to increase the reliability of the results.

SAFE Scalable Automatic Feature Engineering is a feature engineering library that
automates the generation and selection of features [SZL+20]. The first feature relations
are mined during the feature generation step to reduce the range of possible feature
combinations. Therefore, the training and validation sets are used to train the XGBoost
model. The model tracks the split features and combinations of split features on the same
tree path. The tool is based on the assumption that split features that exist on the same
tree path are more likely to produce good combinations than split features that do not
appear on the same tree path or‚ non-split features. The information gain ratio is used
to rate the features and feature combinations. The features with the highest information
gain ratio are chosen to generate the features. Feature selection is made in three stages
after candidate features are generated. Then, features with low predictive power are
eliminated based on their information values. The Pearson correlation between candidate
feature pairs is then used to remove redundant features. If a pair’s absolute correlation is
greater than 0.8, the pair with the lowest information value is deleted. The final process
involves training the XGBoost model on the remaining features and selecting the most
important ones.

BigFeat BigFeat is another automated feature engineering framework implemented
in python. It is an iterative process where each process consists of 2 stages: feature
generation and feature selection. Using all combinations of base features with predefined
operators can cause a combinatorial explosion. To overcome this problem, BigFeat uses
tree-based and linear models to calculate an importance score for each feature to mine the
relationship between the base features. This score is determined by the information gain
of tree-based models and the coefficients of linear models so that features with higher
importance scores have a greater probability of being chosen. The original features are
then applied to a set of predetermined operators to form new features. To avoid using all
predefined operators with equal frequency to new feature combinations, BigFeat assigns
each operator an importance score. This score is higher for operators which frequently
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contributed to creating powerful features in prior iterations. Then BigFeat combines base
features and generated features, but still, the number of features is enormous. That’s why
BigFeat keeps only N number of features in each iteration. The main aim of the feature
selection phase is to identify the most informative N features while deleting redundant
ones. Therefore, BigFeat uses the importance score to select the most informative features
that have significant impact on the label. The redundant features are then eliminated using
the Pearson correlation coefficient. Then it updates the importance score of operators
depending on the frequency with which each operator appeared in the selected features.

2.2.3 Reinforcement Learning based approach

Some AutoFE frameworks utilize reinforcement learning techniques. The authors of
[GS10] defined the selection of a learning algorithm as a reinforcement learning problem
and employed Monte Carlo tree search to solve it. The challenge of selecting a subset of
accessible features is described as a single-player game, with states corresponding to all
possible subsets of features and actions corresponding to selecting a feature and putting
it into the subset.

2.2.4 Meta-learning based approach

Meta-learning approaches are used in several AutoFE frameworks. ExploreKit [KSS17b]
evaluates and selects the most promising features based on meta-learning. Another
approach used meta-learning to find potentially valuable transformations for numerical
features [KST17]. Since meta-features do not take into account the relation between
features, they perform best when unary transformations are used.

2.3 Meta-learning in AutoML
Meta-learning, also known as learning to learn, is the discipline of methodically ex-
amining how various learning algorithms perform on a large variety of tasks and then
leveraging this experience to learn new tasks quickly [HKV19]. This method not only
substantially accelerates and improves the development of machine learning pipelines but
also enables us to replace hand-engineered techniques with new data-driven techniques.

2.3.1 Warm-Starting Optimization from Similar Tasks

Meta-features are suitable for evaluating task similarity and initiating optimization
techniques based on ideal task configurations. This approach is analogous to how
machine learning practitioners begin a manual search for high-quality models, given
their familiarity with similar tasks [HKV19].
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Beginning a genetic search algorithm with promising configurations in the search
space can accelerate convergence to a good solution. Gomes et al. [GPS+10] suggest
starting configurations by selecting the k most similar previous tasks tj using the L1
distance between vectors m(tj) and m(tnew), where each m(tj) consists of 17 meta-features.
For each of the k most similar tasks, the best configuration is determined using tnew and
utilized to initiate a genetic search algorithm.

Feurer et al. [FSH14] provide a straightforward technique that warm-starts Bayesian
optimization by ranking previous tasks tj similar to [GPS+10], but contains 46 meta-
features. To begin the surrogate model with a warm-start, the t best configurations for the
d most similar tasks are used. They searched across more hyperparameters than previous
research, which also included preprocessing processes.

2.3.2 Learning from Task Properties

One of the primary metadata sources is the characterizations (meta-features) of the current
task. Every task tj ∈ T can be expressed as a vector of m (tj) = (mj,1, . . . ,mj,K) with
K meta-features mj,k ∈ M . This can be utilized to construct a measure of task similarity,
such as the Euclidean distance between m (ti) and m (tj), so that information can be
transferred from the tasks that are most similar to the new task tnew. Furthermore, we
can build a meta-learner L on previously made evaluations P to suggest configurations
for a given new task tnew.

Meta-features Table 0 presents a summary of the most frequently used meta-features,
along with a brief explanation of why they are predictive of model performance. To con-
struct a meta-feature vector m (tj), one should choose and analyze these meta-features
further. Many researches on OpenML metadata have demonstrated that the most ap-
propriate meta-features depend heavily on the project itself [BAAB17]. Numerous
meta-features are calculated on single features or sets of features which must be aggre-
gated by statistical operators such as min, avg, and max [KH00]. When calculating
the similarity of the task, it is essential to standardize whole sets of meta-features by
applying feature selection techniques or utilizing dimension reduction techniques (e.g.,
PCA).

2.3.3 Meta-model

The meta-model recommends the best configuration for a specific task by training a
model on the meta-features and configurations of the task [Van18]. Although the model
selection highly depends on the meta-features utilized, tree-based ensemble models
have been found to perform the best overall [KH01]. Certain meta-models have been
successful in giving rankings of the top K configurations. By creating a regressor model,
meta-models can also be used to predict performance or required time for a configuration
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on a specific task. This enables users to analyze specific configurations and save resources
by eliminating configurations with poor performance or requiring long-time execution.

Table 0. Summary of the mainly used meta-features [HKV19].
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3 Proposed Methodology

3.1 Recommendation Engine for BigFeat
The proposed method includes two phases. In the offline phase, we extract a set of
meta-features from a large number of datasets obtained from openML [VvRBT13] to
characterize these datasets. Then we compute the operator importance vector for these
datasets with BigFeat to build a meta-learning space. In the online phase, given a new
dataset, we extract the same meta-features as in the offline phase and get a recommended
operator importance vector for this dataset. Figure 2 shows the architecture of the
proposed method.

The details of each phase are explained in the next section.

Figure 2. The architecture of the proposed method.
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3.1.1 Offline Phase

The offline phase involves extracting the meta-features from the datasets and building the
larger meta-learning space, which includes the extracted meta-features of a large number
of datasets along with their operator importance vector generated by BigFeat.

Dataset In this study, we utilize 197 datasets from the OpenML project [VvRBT13],
covering many different domains. The datasets contain various attributes, between 500
and 1,000,000 data points, and are well balanced. There are multiple target classes
ranging from 2 to 48.

Meta-feature Extraction In many meta-learning systems, each dataset represents a
single metadata point. Therefore, it is essential to provide a growing list of various
datasets. Regardless of the content of the data, the metadata gives information about
the dataset. In general, metadata represents the nature of the dataset through structural
features such as the dataset’s mean, number of instances, variance, prediction accuracy,
median, standard deviation, number of occurrences, and number of attributes. Different
meta-learning systems may employ different dataset characteristics and performance
metrics. There are hundreds of different metadata types, and no proven method for
identifying the set would produce the best results. In this study, we extracted different
types of meta-features to characterize these datasets more precisely, as listed below.

Landmarking meta-features Landmarking is a method for characterizing datasets
based on the performance of many learning algorithms, as opposed to model-based
meta-features, which extract information from learning models. Table 1 illustrates the
description of landmarking meta-features. In addition to those metadata extracted by the
pymfe package [ASR+20] implemented in Python, one more meta-feature is included in
the list, which is the accuracy of KNN (n_neighbors=1).

Meta-features Description
bestNode Decision tree model on most informative attribute
eliteNN The accuracy of the elite-Nearest Neighbor
linearDiscr The accuracy of the Linear Discriminant
naiveBayes The accuracy of naive bayes
oneNN The accuracy one-Nearest Neighbor
randomNode Decision tree model on random informative attribute
worstNode Decision tree model on least informative attribute
KNN The accuracy of the KNN model

Table 1. Description of Landmarking meta-features [RGS+18].
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Model-based Meta-features (Tree-based) We calculated model-based meta-features
using pymfe package. These meta-features are extracted data from a predictive learning
model, specifically a Decision Tree model (DT). They characterize dataset based on
the complexity of the induced model, which for DT, it can be the number of nodes,
dept of the tree, and the number of leaves. Table 2 shows the description of tree-based
meta-features.

Meta-features Description
leaves Number of leaves
leavesBranch The number of distinct paths for each leaves
leavesCorrob The proportion of training instances to the leaf
leavesHomo The distribution of the leaves in the tree
leavesPerClass The proportion of leaves to the classes
snodes The number of nodes
nodesPerAttr The proportion of nodes per attribute
nodesPerInst the proportion of nodes per instance
nodesPerLevel The number of nodes per level
nodesRepeated The number of repeated nodes
treeDepth Depth of each node and leaf
treeImbalance The degree of imbalance in the tree
treeShape The shape of the tree
varImportance The importance of each attribute

Table 2. Description of Tree-based meta-features [RGS+18].

Combined Meta-features We followed a previous Elshawi et al. [BSPS21] study to
determine the combined meta-features in this thesis. These meta-features consist of
information-theoretic meta-features, statistical meta-features, and simple meta-features,
as seen in Table 3. Additionally, some meta-features are discarded from the scope as they
are landmarking-related.

Combined ∪ Tree-based Meta-features In order to extract characteristics of the datasets
more precisely, tree-based and combined meta-features are concatenated. The more
information can be found in Table 2 and Table 3.

Combined ∪ Landmarking Meta-features In order to extract characteristics of the
datasets more precisely, landmarking and combined meta-features are concatenated. The
more information can be found in Table 1 and Table 3.

Landmarking ∪ Tree-based Meta-features In order to extract characteristics of the
datasets more precisely, tree-based and landmarking meta-features are concatenated. The
more information can be found in Table 1 and Table 2.
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Meta-features Description
nr_classes Number of classes
nr_instances Number of instances
log_nr_instances Logarithm of the number of instances
missing_val Number of missing values
ratio_missing_val Ratio of missing values
nr_numerical_features Number of numerical features
nr_categorical_features Number of categorical features
labels_sum Sum of the target classes
labels_mean Mean of the target classes
labels_std Standard deviation of the target classes
dataset_ratio Ration of number of features over number of instances
skew_min Minimum value of skewness
skew_std Standard deviation of skewness
skew_mean Mean value of skewness
skew_q1 First quintile of the skewness
skew_q3 Third quintile of the skewness
skew_max Maximum value of the skewness
kurtosis_min Minimum value of kurtosis
kurtosis_mean Mean value of kurtosis
kurtosis_q1 First quintile of the kurtosis
kurtosis_q3 Third quintile of the kurtosis
kurtosis_max Maximum value of kurtosis
rho_min Minimum value of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
rho_max Maximum value of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
rho_mean Mean value of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
rho_std Standard deviation of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
class_entropy Entropy of the target values
prob_min Minimum probability of the target values
prob_mean Mean probability of the target values
prob_std Standard deviation of the target values
prob_max Maximum probability of the target values
norm_entropy_min Minimum value of norm attribute entropy
norm_entropy_mean Mean value of norm attribute entropy
norm_entropy_std Standard deviation of norm attribute entropy
norm_entropy_max Maximum value of norm attribute entropy
mi_min Minimum mutual information of the dataset
mi_mean Mean mutual information of the dataset
mi_std Standard deviation of mutual information of the dataset
mi_max Maximum mutual information of the dataset
equiv_nr_feat The ratio of class_entropy over mi_mean

noise_signal_ratio Noise signal ratio of dataset

Table 3. Description of Combined meta-features.
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Building Meta-Learning Space The primary objective of this phase is to build a
meta-learning space. The meta-learning space consists of the meta-features of the
previously stated datasets and their corresponding operator importance vectors, which
are obtained from BigFeat. Table 4 shows a list of the operators used in BigFeat. In
order to determine the optimal operator importance vector for each dataset, we ran seven
different configurations of BigFeat on 180 datasets. We analyzed the performance of
those datasets on different machine learning models. For each dataset, we selected the
operator importance vector of the configuration that has the best average performance
score on this dataset. Figure 3 illustrates the established meta-learning space.

Operator Type
multiply Binary operator
add Binary operator
subtract Binary operator
absolute Unary operator
square Unary operator

Table 4. List of operators used in BigFeat.

Figure 3. The established meta-learning space.

Building Meta-model Per Operator After the meta-learning space is ready, a tree-
based pipeline optimization tool known as TPOT is used to determine the meta-model
per operator. At the end of this process, we obtained five different meta-models for each
operator, as can be seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Suggested meta-models per operator by TPOT.

3.1.2 Online Phase

Given a new dataset, the proposed system extracts the same meta-features from the
dataset as in the offline phase. Then the meta-model suggests an operator importance
vector for this dataset. BigFeat starts using this vector while performing the feature
engineering process.

Weighted Average Given a new dataset, the proposed system extracts the same meta-
features from the dataset as in the offline phase. Then the meta-model suggests weighted
operator importance vectors that come from 3 different meta-learning techniques (Com-
bined, Tree-based, and Model-based). The contributions (weights) of these three tech-
niques to the operator importance vector was calculated based on their performance on
the previously analyzed 180 datasets.
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3.2 Recommendation Engine for AutoFeat
AutoFeat system requires vast computational power, and most of the time, it is not feasible
to use for larger datasets. In order to improve the execution time and performance of this
framework, we remove the feature selection mechanism, which takes enormous time for
larger datasets, and propose a novel method for evaluating the usefulness of a generated
feature using machine learning. Figure 5 illustrates the architecture of proposed approach.
Our approach describes the interactions between the generated features and the dataset,
as well as various characteristics of the dataset itself.

The proposed methodology consists of two phases: The offline phase involves the
preparation of the meta-learning space by considering the characteristics of both datasets
and generated features and the usefulness label of the generated features. In the online
phase, the meta-model leverages the metadata and evaluates the generated feature as
either useful or not.

The following section describes each phase in depth.

Figure 5. The architecture of proposed method for AutoFeat

3.2.1 Offline Phase

The offline phase involves extracting the meta-features from the dataset and building
the larger meta-learning space, which includes the extracted characteristics of both the
dataset and each generated feature, as well as the usefulness label of the generated
feature.
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Dataset In this study, we use 40 datasets from the OpenML project, covering many
different domains. These datasets are well balanced and contain a number of instances
ranging from 200 to 58,000, while the number of features goes between 4 to 1,000. There
are multiple target classes ranging from 2 to 10.

Meta-feature Extraction We extracted statistical and information-theoretic meta-
features using the pymfe package to build metadata for the AutoFeat system. These
meta-features illustrate information-theoretic metrics and data distribution, such as central
tendency and dispersion. Table 5 shows the description about meta-features.

Building Meta-learning Space and Meta-model This process consists of three phases:
first, AutoFeat is used to generate candidate features for each training dataset. This
process produces a large list of candidate features that can be examined. In the second
phase, meta-features are generated for each candidate feature from FCand ∪ FORG, where
FORG represents the original feature of the dataset and FCand denotes generated feature
by AutoFeat. This analysis is performed independently for each training dataset. The
generated meta-features are later utilized to build the training data for the meta-model.
In the third stage, labels ("good" or "bad") are assigned to each candidate feature of the
datasets. A RandomForestClassifier is utilized to calculate the error reduction for FCand

∪ FORG. FCand is labeled as "good" if the error rate decreases by more than the threshold
and "bad" otherwise. Figure 6 shows the established meta-learning space. On top of the
established meta-learning space, XGBoost is used as a meta-model.

Figure 6. The established meta-learning space.
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Meta-features Description
canCor Canonical correlations between the predictive attributes and the class
cor Absolute attributes correlation
cov Attributes covariance
nrDisc The number of discriminant values
eigenvalues Eigenvalues of the covariance matrix
gMean Geometric mean of attributes
hMean Harmonic mean of attributes
iqRange Interquartile range of attributes
kurtosis Kurtosis of attributes
mad Median absolute deviation of attributes
max Maximum value of attributes
mean Mean value of attributes
median Median value of attributes
min Minimum value of attributes
nrCorAttr Number of attributes pairs with high correlation
nrNorm Number of attributes with normal distribution
nrOutliers Number of attributes with outliers values
range Range of Attributes
sd Standard deviation of the attributes
sdRatio Statistic test for homogeneity of covariances
skewness Skewness of attributes
tMean Trimmed mean of attributes
var Attributes variance
wLambda Wilks Lambda
attrEnt Attributes entropy
classEnt Class entropy
eqNumAttr Equivalent number of attributes
jointEnt Joint Entropy of attributes and classes
mutInf Mutual information of attributes and classes
nsRatio Noisiness of attributes

Table 5. Description of meta-features used by AutoFeat [RGS+18].

3.2.2 Online Phase

Given a new dataset, Autofeat generates all possible features, and then the system extracts
the same meta-features for each candidate feature as in the offline phase. The meta-model
predicts the usefulness label for each candidate feature. If the feature is predicted as
"good," the system keeps it as a generated feature; if not, the system discards it.
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4 Evaluation
This section covers the evaluation of three main experiments and the experimental setup.
The first experiment was conducted to see the impact of using different meta-features
and select the one with the best predictive performance for the BigFeat. The second
experiment illustrates the performance benchmarks of different AutoFE frameworks,
including BigFeat, AutoFeat, and SAFE. The third experiment shows the evaluation of
predictive performance and execution time of the AutoFeat.

4.1 Experimental Setup
4.1.1 Dataset

We utilized 17 datasets with varying numbers of instances and attributes from OpenML.
As indicated in Table 6, the number of rows ranges from 190 to 96,300, whereas the
number of features varies from 4 to 16.000.

Dataset Instances Features Labels

amazon_employee_access 32770 9 2
ap_omentum_ovary 275 10936 2

arcene 200 10001 2
australian 690 15 2

blood-transfusion-service-center 6748 5 2
christine 5418 1637 2
credit-g 1000 21 2

egg-eye-state 14980 15 2
GCM 190 16064 14
gina 3153 971 2
kc1 2109 22 2

madelon 2600 501 2
micro-mass 360 1301 10

nomao 34465 119 2
numerai28 96321 21 2
phoneme 5404 6 2
shuttle 58000 10 7

Table 6. The information of the benchmark datasets.

4.1.2 Hardware Configuration

We did our studies on a CPU environment that runs on Ubuntu 18.04 LTS with a 64-core
Intel Processor @ 2.00GHz and 240 GB of RAM.

4.1.3 Software Configuration

We used eight different state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms. All the algorithms
are used with their default parameters, which are defined in scikit-learn [PVG+11]. We
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chose F1-Score to evaluate the effectiveness of these designed ML pipelines.
Throughout the experiment "Performance Benchmarks of Meta-features in FE", we

analyzed different types of meta-features that were extracted from datasets. In order to
choose the best meta-features, we compared the performance result of the BigFeat with
different meta-features. For simplicity, we used a few operators, including arithmetic
addition, subtraction, absolute, multiplication, and square.

• LMRKS- Landmarking meta-features extracted from datasets.

• CMBD- Combined meta-features extracted from datasets.

• T_based- Tree-based meta-features extracted from datasets.

• CMBD ∪ LMRKS- Concatenating landmarking and combined meta-features.

• CMBD ∪ T_Based- Combining tree-based and combined meta-features.

• LMRKS ∪ T_based- Combining landmarking and tree-based meta-features.

• W_AVG- BigFeat uses a weighted operator importance vector that comes from 3
different meta-learning techniques ( tree_based, landmarking, and combined).

In the second experiment "Benchmark of Automated Feature Engineering Frame-
works", the best-performing meta-features are integrated into BigFeat and compared
with other feature engineering frameworks, including SAFE and AutoFeat. The default
configuration parameters are used for AutoFeat and SAFE in each execution. The follow-
ing configuration parameters are used for BigFeat: n=0.9, k = 10, α = 5, Iterations =
5, IterationHeight(Depth)list = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2].

• ORG- Datasets without feature engineering.

• BigFeat- Feature engineering performed by BigFeat.

• AutoFeat- Feature engineering performed by AutoFeat.

• BigFeat_M- Feature engineering performed by meta-learning based BigFeat.

• SAFE- Feature engineering performed by SAFE.

In the third experiment "Performance Evaluation of Meta-learning Based AutoFeat",
we make a comparison of performance and execution time between AutoFeat and meta-
learning based AutoFeat over ten datasets. For simplicity, in each execution, while
feateng_steps = 1 and featsel_runs = 5 configuration parameters are used for the
AutoFeat, feateng_steps = 1 and featsel_runs = 0 are used for meta-learning based
AutoFeat.
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• AutoFeat- Feature engineering performed by AutoFeat.

• AutoFeat_M- Feature engineering performed by meta-learning based AutoFeat.
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4.2 Performance Evaluation of Meta-learning Based BigFeat
4.2.1 Performance Benchmarks of Meta-features in FE

The primary purpose of this experiment is to find the meta-features that enable BigFeat to
achieve the best performance evaluation score. For that, we evaluate the performance of
generated features from the BigFeat with seven different meta-features on eight different
classification models, which are Decision Tree (DT), Multi-Layered Perceptron (MLP),
Random Forest (RF), k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), Logistic Regression(LR), Extremely
randomized Trees (ET), AdaBoost (AB), and gradient boosting (GB).

Table 10 in Appendix shows the performance of eight different types of classification
algorithms for all seventeen datasets. The results show that the BigFeat with W_AVG
outperforms the BigFeat with other meta-features on most datasets. It has the best
average F-1 Score on 9 datasets out of 17. According to this experiment, the W_AVG
based meta-learning technique is selected and integrated into BigFeat for further analysis.

Figure 7. Nemenyi Test ( α = 0.05).

We performed the Nemenyi test over the performance results obtained in Table 10
to see whether the results were significant or not. As can be seen in Figure 7, W_AVG
achieves the best results compared to the others, but we also noticed that while the results
of W_AVG is significantly better than T_based, CMBD ∪ LMRKS, CMBD ∪ T_Based,
CMDB, it is not significantly different than LMRKS, LMRKS ∪ T_based.
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4.2.2 Benchmark of Automated Feature Engineering Frameworks

In this experiment, We compared the performance results of meta-learning based BigFeat,
BigFeat without meta-learning, SAFE, and AutoFeat on the state-of-the-art learning algo-
rithms, which are Decision Tree (DT), Multi-Layered Perceptron (MLP), Random Forest
(RF), k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), Logistic Regression(LR), Extremely randomized
Trees (ET), AdaBoost (AB), and gradient boosting (GB).

Table 7 illustrates the performance of eight classification algorithms across all seven-
teen datasets for which feature engineering was performed using the indicated FE frame-
works. The results demonstrate that the BigFeat_M system surpasses ORG, BigFeat,
AutoFeat, and SAFE systems on most datasets, with an average improvement of 5.62
% , 1.51 %, 9.02 %, and 4.46 % over ORG, BigFeat, AutoFeat, and SAFE systems,
respectively.

Figure 8. Nemenyi Test ( α = 0.05).

Figure 8 shows the Nemenyi test’s result over the performance evaluation of FE
frameworks. Based on the figure, we can conclude that BigFeat_M outperforms all the
other frameworks. It also illustrates that while the performance result of BigFeat_M is
not significantly different than BigFeat, it is significantly different than ORG, SAFE, and
AutoFeat.
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DATASETS CLF ORG BigFeat BigFeat_M AutoFeat SAFE
LR 97.25 97.23 97.23 97.23 97.23
AB 97.23 97.23 97.24 97.23 97.23
DT 97.23 96.31 96.2 96.19 95.86

Amazon_employee ET 96.25 96.89 97.11 97.07 97.32
KNN 97.08 97.16 97.06 97.05 97.08
MLP 97.05 97.24 97.27 96.49 94.26
RF 96.81 97.13 97.4 97.42 97.45
GB 97.23 97.25 97.26 97.26 97.24
Avg 97.02 97.06 97.10 96.99 96.71
LR 89.13 89.13 91.11 90.1 89.66
AB 88.89 87.91 90.32 85.39 90.91
DT 85.39 85.06 84.09 80 90.91

Ap_omentum ET 76.32 88.89 87.41 89.36 90.32
KNN 88.42 86.05 87.91 83.95 86.36
MLP 83.95 89.89 86.96 21.28 88.64
RF 86.6 90.11 91.23 88.17 88.42
GB 88.42 89.13 92.31 92.13 89.89
Avg 85.89 88.27 88.92 78.80 89.39
LR 68.18 81.82 81.74 – 82.61
AB 80.95 71.11 69.41 – 79.07
DT 68.29 63.64 67.26 – 59.09

Arcene ET 60.87 68.18 72.73 – 76.19
KNN 71.43 82.93 80.95 – 66.67
MLP 86.96 70.97 83.26 – 55.56
RF 70.97 68.18 73.91 – 69.77
GB 74.42 68.18 70.41 – 71.11
Avg 72.76 71.88 74.96 – 70.01
LR 83.87 89.6 90.41 65.6 90.77
AB 86.18 85.25 87.3 85 86.4
DT 85.04 78.63 83.62 79.4 77.69

Australian ET 78.99 83.33 88.9 86 88
KNN 87.8 87.8 86.1 55.9 79.69
MLP 67.77 91.94 88.1 36 77.05
RF 78.26 86.18 88 86.9 87.8
GB 63.64 83.87 84.1 81.7 85.25
Avg 78.94 85.83 87.07 72.06 84.08
LR 48.57 20.83 21.38 24.49 42.11
AB 24.49 50 53.76 51.61 48.57
DT 51.61 47.89 48.44 44.8 34.78

Blood-transfusion ET 39.44 41.79 44.78 42.9 41.18
KNN 42.25 52.31 51.48 46.9 53.13
MLP 54.55 36.36 40.48 40 52.78
RF 28 50.75 48.48 46.4 43.48
GB 4.76 48.57 53.56 43.8 48.48
Avg 36.71 43.56 45.30 42.61 45.56

Table 7. Performance comparison of BigFeat (BF), original base features (ORG), Meta-
learning based BigFeat (BigFeat_M), AutoFeat, and SAFE on different classifiers across
different datasets. The system outperforms all other frameworks is presented in bold. ’–’
represents the failure during the execution.
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DATASETS CLF ORG BigFeat BigFeat_M AutoFeat SAFE
LR 72.98 67.19 69.5 – 72.69
AB 68.34 71.46 69.89 – 68.84
DT 70.58 65.31 63.09 – 63.19

Christine ET 63.38 71.81 73.03 – 72.46
KNN 74.05 72.44 73.38 – 68.34
MLP 70.59 68.57 71.48 – 69.88
RF 0 71.53 72.37 – 72.83
GB 74 72.98 74.54 – 73.01
Avg 61.74 70.16 70.91 – 70.16
LR 88.28 89.04 88.88 58.91 89.04
AB 89.8 89.47 89.86 87.59 88.44
DT 87.59 80 85.03 82.67 81.63

Credit-g ET 84.35 88.59 89.8 89.04 92
KNN 92 85.71 91.92 70.89 85.52
MLP 72.96 89.19 90.74 69.35 81.12
RF 78.83 88.89 88.89 88.44 89.19
GB 73.62 88.28 90.54 90.54 88.89
Avg 83.43 87.40 89.46 79.68 86.98
LR 82.27 60.12 62.56 41.31 46.99
AB 54.85 74.62 75.49 69.29 73.33
DT 69.29 83.99 84.05 83.08 84.3

Egg-eye-state ET 82.59 95.11 94.81 94.29 93.53
KNN 94.39 96.29 96.22 62.26 83.56
MLP 95.8 89.07 94.96 62.71 66.82
RF 81.58 93.51 92.44 92.52 92.11
GB 78.51 82.27 85.35 77.37 80.95
Avg 79.91 84.37 85.74 72.85 77.70
LR 76.4 74.74 75.25 32.5 –
AB 27.57 22.92 23.6 18.3 –
DT 40.26 49.19 55.51 45.8 –

GCM ET 64.28 69.47 65.79 62.4 –
KNN 54.72 50.85 53 27.7 –
MLP 0.53 64.41 77.11 40.3 –
RF 63.77 66.88 65.88 71.9 –
GB 63.49 59.42 72.25 61.3 –
Avg 48.88 57.24 61.05 45.03 –
LR 91.54 91.21 90.24 77.85 86
AB 77.85 89.59 88.7 83.85 86
DT 83.85 86.37 88.41 85.11 84

Gina ET 83.97 93.33 92.38 93.88 94
KNN 93.9 92.8 92.89 83.36 83
MLP 83.36 95.08 95.24 84.85 88
RF 87.5 91.71 91.18 92.87 92
GB 90.39 91.54 90.94 91.51 93
Avg 86.55 91.45 91.25 86.66 88.25
LR 32.56 38.46 33.33 37.21 25
AB 37.21 26.37 39.08 34.57 36.36
DT 34.57 40.94 40.65 33.61 38.71

Kc1 ET 36.97 40.43 42.22 41.76 43.3
KNN 47.31 36.17 46.43 29.55 26.67
MLP 29.55 36.78 36.14 41.51 8.96
RF 14.93 40.86 38 41.3 45.83
GB 26.32 32.56 41.76 36.14 46.32
Avg 32.43 36.57 39.70 36.96 33.89

Table 7. Continued.
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DATASETS CLF ORG BigFeat BigFeat_M AutoFeat SAFE
LR 85.94 68.45 84.53 55.95 66.42
AB 56.24 81.78 79.59 62.19 73.13
DT 62.19 77.19 77.37 75.4 74.86

Madelon ET 77.29 89.06 87.89 70.24 80.07
KNN 72.97 87.4 89.25 72.01 84.17
MLP 72.01 80.23 81.99 56.3 56.3
RF 30.21 87.6 87.96 73 81.63
GB 67.63 85.94 87.92 76.15 84.45
Avg 65.56 82.21 84.56 67.66 75.13
LR 96.02 94.81 94.94 – –
AB 14.18 19.22 18.15 – –
DT 86.94 86.7 86.48 – –

Micro-mass ET 93.89 94.78 93.76 – –
KNN 88.74 92.55 91.22 – –
MLP 97.28 96.02 97.96 – –
RF 92.55 93.76 94.94 – –
GB 86.46 92.05 91.23 – –
Avg 82.01 83.74 83.59 – –
LR 96.98 96.3 96.42 92.95 93.46
AB 93.2 96.09 96.34 96.16 96.07
DT 96.16 96.31 96.21 96.4 96.23

Nomao ET 96.52 97.83 97.86 97.98 97.87
KNN 97.91 97.13 97 94.77 94.54
MLP 94.96 97.29 97.41 94.53 94.37
RF 95.37 97.71 97.75 97.86 97.66
GB 93.82 96.98 96.94 96.89 96.9
Avg 95.62 96.96 96.99 95.94 95.89
LR 57.08 56.22 56.22 56.9 56.67
AB 56.9 55.66 55.32 55.7 55.78
DT 55.7 50.29 55.57 50.16 50.83

Numerai28 ET 50.49 51.01 51.2 51.92 51.52
KNN 51.76 51.32 51.04 51.84 51.16
MLP 51.84 51.55 56.93 3.92 60.97
RF 65.98 51.31 64.63 52 51.38
GB 57.17 57.08 57.1 56.96 57.31
Avg 55.87 53.06 56.00 47.43 54.45
LR 76.72 55.26 75.06 0 –
AB 43.56 71.87 72.29 70.18 –
DT 70.18 78.5 76.66 77.67 –

Phoneme ET 77.41 85.58 88.36 85.57 –
KNN 85.67 77.96 76.77 53.38 –
MLP 79.48 74.76 71.71 44.41 –
RF 67.8 84.49 88.51 83.58 –
GB 74.05 76.72 79.06 74.83 –
Avg 71.86 75.64 78.55 61.20 –
LR 96.73 96.77 97.13 86.82 56.62
AB 87.93 89.84 89.9 87.93 75.82
DT 99.97 100 99.99 99.97 78.7

Shuttle ET 99.97 99.96 99.95 99.99 84.74
KNN 99.88 99.93 99.92 98.94 79.09
MLP 99.99 99.96 99.97 97.03 68.94
RF 99.97 99.96 99.96 99.97 83.44
GB 100 99.99 100 100 78.7
Avg 98.06 98.30 98.35 96.33 75.76

Table 7. Continued.
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4.3 Performance Evaluation of Meta-feature Based AutoFeat
In this experiment, we compared the predictive performance and execution time of
meta-learning based AutoFeat and AutoFeat on the state-of-the-art machine learning
models ( Decision Tree (DT), Multi-Layered Perceptron (MLP), Random Forest (RF),
k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), Logistic Regression(LR), Extremely randomized Trees
(ET), AdaBoost (AB), and gradient boosting (GB)) over ten datasets.

Table 9 shows the performance of eight classification algorithms across all ten datasets
for which feature engineering was performed using the FE frameworks specified. The
results demonstrate that AutoFeat_M outperforms AutoFeat on eight out of ten datasets,
with an average improvement of 1.1 %.

Datasets AutoFeat AutoFeat_M
Blood-transfusion 2.915 4.07
Australian 12.18 16.517
Egg-eye-state 466.59 30.79
Kc-1 40.23 59.51
Numerai28 287.36 8.76
Credit-g 8.378 14.972
Amazon-employee 87.324 19.67
Gina 1254.57 65.08
Shuttle 6494 253.583
Phoneme 12.35 2.877
Average 866.59 47.58

Table 8. Run time (seconds) of AutoFeat and AutoFeat_M across different datasets. The
system with the lower execution time is presented in bold.

We performed Wilcoxon test (α = 0.05) on the performance evaluation of AutoFeat.
The calculated p-value (0.0169) implies that the performance results of AutoFeat and
AutoFeat_M are statistically significant.

Table 8 shows the execution time of the two systems. While AutoFeat_M has
lower run-time in six datasets, AutoFeat has four datasets. We also noticed that when
the number of instances and attributes is relatively smaller, AutoFeat runs faster than
AutoFeat_M; when the number of attributes and instances gets bigger, AutoFeat_M runs
faster. This is because if the dataset is too large, Autofeat generates a lot of features in
the feature-generation phase, and selecting informative features out of them requires
more time in the feature-selection phase.
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DATASETS CLF AutoFeat AutoFeat_M DATASETS CLF AutoFeat AutoFeat_M
LR 24.49 30.19 LR 58.91 56.90
AB 51.61 51.61 AB 87.59 87.59
DT 37.14 40.00 DT 83.56 83.56
ET 41.18 44.44 ET 90.54 89.80

Blood-transfusion KNN 46.87 41.27 Credit-g KNN 70.89 74.68
MLP 28.00 29.41 MLP 64.00 69.01
RF 50.00 46.38 RF 89.80 89.80
GB 43.75 43.75 GB 90.54 90.54
Avg 40.38 40.88 Avg 79.48 80.24
LR 65.59 68.75 LR 97.23 97.23
AB 85.04 85.04 AB 97.23 97.23
DT 77.05 75.21 DT 96.23 96.11
ET 86.18 89.43 ET 97.07 97.14

Australian KNN 55.86 60.16 Amazon_employee KNN 97.05 97.15
MLP 74.07 62.50 MLP 97.23 97.23
RF 86.89 88.89 RF 97.39 97.50
GB 80.99 81.67 GB 97.26 97.26
Avg 76.46 76.46 Avg 97.09 97.11
LR 44.10 55.02 LR 77.85 80.48
AB 69.29 69.29 AB 83.85 83.85
DT 82.64 82.42 DT 82.82 84.29
ET 93.62 93.94 ET 93.09 94.56

Egg-eye-state KNN 73.72 84.57 gina KNN 83.36 82.55
MLP 64.14 68.66 MLP 87.39 86.77
RF 92.68 91.64 RF 92.74 93.55
GB 77.37 77.42 GB 91.51 91.51
Avg 74.70 77.87 Avg 86.58 87.20
LR 37.21 27.85 LR 86.92 96.65
AB 34.57 34.57 AB 87.93 87.93
DT 36.07 36.67 DT 99.97 99.96
ET 43.18 43.96 ET 99.98 99.96

Kc-1 KNN 29.55 23.16 Shuttle KNN 98.94 99.87
MLP 12.50 35.97 MLP 98.08 99.96
RF 40.43 46.94 RF 99.99 99.97
GB 36.14 36.14 GB 99.99 100.00
Avg 33.71 35.66 Avg 96.48 98.04
LR 56.90 56.90 LR 0.00 0.00
AB 55.70 55.70 AB 70.18 70.18
DT 50.23 50.41 DT 76.25 78.63
ET 51.69 51.36 ET 83.03 85.39

Numerai28 KNN 51.84 51.84 Phoneme KNN 53.38 53.38
MLP 3.28 62.76 MLP 44.56 2.46
RF 52.39 51.21 RF 83.20 83.63
GB 56.96 56.96 GB 74.96 74.96
Avg 47.37 54.64 Avg 60.70 56.08

Table 9. Performance comparison of AutoFeat and AutoFeat_M on different classifiers
across different datasets. The system outperforms all other frameworks is presented in
bold.
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5 Conclusion
The focus of this study was to apply a meta-learning based approach to the field of FE
to improve the predictive performance and execution time of the frameworks, namely
BigFeat and AutoFeat.

We investigated seven different meta-learning techniques to warm-start an AutoFE
framework (e.g., BigFeat), helping it boost its predictive performance. Our analysis
shows that the weighted average technique outperforms the other meta-learning tech-
niques. We integrated the meta-features used in this technique into BigFeat and compared
the predictive performance results with different AutoFE frameworks (e.g., AutoFeat).
The results show that warm starting BigFeat (BigFeat_M) has significantly improved
the predictive performance of eight different classifiers. BigFeat_M has statistically
significant performance difference compared to the state-of-the-art frameworks (SAFE,
AutoFeat).

We integrated the meta-learning technique into AutoFeat to improve the framework’s
predictive performance and execution time by building a novel meta-learning based
approach for feature selection. We compared the results of AutoFeat_M to AutoFeat on
eight classifiers using ten different datasets. The results demonstrate that integrating the
developed meta-learning technique has significantly improved the predictive performance
of eight classifiers and the average execution time compared to AutoFeat.

For future work, we plan to release new versions of the AutoFE frameworks (BigFeat,
AutoFeat) to contribute to the open source community. In addition, we intend to integrate
BigFeat_M and AutoFeat_M into different AutoML frameworks (e.g., Auto-Sklearn and
TPOT) and analyze their performance.
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Appendix

Performance Bencmarks of Meta-features in FE

DATASETS CLF LMRKS CMBD T_Based CMBD ∪ LMRKS CMBD ∪ T_Based LMRKS ∪ T_Based W_AVG
LR 97.23 97.23 97.23 97.23 97.23 97.23 97.23
AB 97.24 97.22 97.23 97.23 97.23 97.24 97.24
DT 96.15 96.22 96.35 96.07 96.06 96 96.2

Amazon_employee ET 97.1 97.1 97.14 97.01 97.11 97.08 97.11
KNN 97.03 97.05 97.07 97.05 97.08 97.06 97.06
MLP 97.24 97.27 97.25 97.25 97.24 97.25 97.27
RF 97.47 97.36 97.39 97.35 97.44 97.42 97.4
GB 97.27 97.29 97.3 97.24 97.27 97.27 97.26
Avg 97.09 97.09 97.12 97.05 97.08 97.07 97.10
LR 87.91 88.17 85.71 90.11 86.96 91.3 91.11
AB 87.36 88.89 93.33 89.89 85.71 92.13 90.32
DT 84.71 87.06 84.34 75.95 80 85.06 84.09

AP_Omentum ET 87.64 86.96 87.91 88.89 82.22 91.3 87.41
KNN 88.89 89.41 85.06 86.36 82.22 89.66 87.91
MLP 89.13 89.13 86.96 92.13 91.11 86.6 86.96
RF 89.13 90.11 91.11 91.11 85.39 92.31 91.23
GB 91.3 89.66 88.89 87.91 86.67 90.11 92.31
Avg 88.26 88.67 87.91 87.79 85.04 89.81 88.92
LR 79.07 75 83.72 78.05 76.92 79.07 81.74
AB 72.73 74.42 65.12 66.67 74.42 60 69.41
DT 69.77 58.54 69.77 68.29 74.42 69.57 67.26

Arcene ET 73.91 72.73 73.47 71.11 76.19 72.73 72.73
KNN 75 79.07 77.27 74.42 80 75 80.95
MLP 79.07 80 70 76.19 79.07 73.91 83.26
RF 70.83 71.43 75 69.77 78.05 68.18 73.91
GB 73.17 58.54 77.55 68.18 72.73 66.67 70.41
Avg 74.19 71.22 73.99 71.59 76.48 70.64 74.96
LR 89.6 91.34 91.06 91.06 88.52 90.32 90.41
AB 82.35 84.03 85.25 86.18 86.89 85.95 87.3
DT 82.05 74.38 81.03 84.13 82.54 85.48 83.62

Australian ET 88 87.1 86.89 86.89 88.71 85.95 88.9
KNN 86.18 85.95 87.6 87.6 85 85.25 86.1
MLP 88.52 90 89.6 90.48 91.94 90.16 88.1
RF 87.3 86.18 86.18 85.25 86.18 86.18 88
GB 86.4 82.35 88.71 83.87 85 86.4 84.1
Avg 86.30 85.17 87.04 86.93 86.85 86.96 87.07
LR 20.83 20.83 20.41 24.49 24.49 24 21.38
AB 41.94 47.62 49.23 49.18 43.75 41.94 53.76
DT 39.47 41.1 41.79 40 43.24 46.15 48.44

Blood-transfusion ET 42.42 48.57 44.12 40 42.86 38.81 44.78
KNN 45.45 52.94 55.07 55.88 51.52 50 51.48
MLP 49.18 37.74 39.29 39.29 36.36 36.36 40.48
RF 52.17 56.72 50 47.06 48.48 46.88 48.48
GB 51.52 55.07 51.52 54.55 49.23 45.9 53.56
Avg 42.87 45.07 43.93 43.81 42.49 41.26 45.30

Table 10. Performance comparison of BigFeat with different meta-features on different
classifiers across different datasets.The system outperforms all other meta-features is
presented in bold.
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DATASETS CLF LMRKS CMBD T_Based CMBD ∪ LMRKS CMBD ∪ T_Based LMRKS ∪ T_Based W_AVG
LR 67.7 67.2 69.44 67.25 68.23 68.42 69.5
AB 69.64 68.23 70.48 69.24 68.89 70.92 69.89
DT 63.14 58.79 65.48 62.94 61.35 64.08 63.09

Christine ET 72.82 71.3 71.65 72.33 71.67 72.03 73.03
KNN 71.77 72.59 72.38 72.44 72.01 73.1 73.38
MLP 69.8 68.95 68.67 68.32 69 69.51 71.48
RF 71.99 70.92 71.58 72.6 70.95 71.22 72.37
GB 73.83 72.25 72.48 72.29 72.3 73.22 74.54
Avg 70.09 68.78 70.27 69.68 69.30 70.31 70.91
LR 90.28 89.04 89.19 88.44 87.5 87.5 88.88
AB 86.84 83.92 86.9 85.52 78.87 81.12 89.86
DT 83.56 77.46 81.05 81.08 78.83 82.86 85.03

Credit-g ET 90.54 90.54 88.89 89.8 89.66 89.66 89.8
KNN 90.67 88.28 89.93 91.89 86.71 91.16 91.92
MLP 90.54 89.19 88.44 89.8 88.44 88.44 90.74
RF 91.28 87.67 88.11 87.5 88.73 87.5 88.89
GB 89.93 87.07 87.5 85.11 85.92 89.66 90.54
Avg 89.21 86.65 87.50 87.39 85.58 87.24 89.46
LR 61.42 60.05 61.62 55.7 62.52 58.57 62.56
AB 75.91 75.18 74.46 74.25 74.59 74.17 75.49
DT 83.59 85.4 83.7 84.38 82.32 83.68 84.05

Egg-eye-state ET 95.91 94.83 95.27 94.96 94.65 94.83 94.81
KNN 96.44 96.09 95.64 95.81 95.67 96.02 96.22
MLP 90.23 90.42 89.37 87.97 88.91 89.3 94.96
RF 94.13 93.87 92.95 92.36 92.73 93.28 92.44
GB 82.57 82.76 81.18 81.44 83.12 81.94 85.35
Avg 85.03 84.83 84.27 83.36 84.31 83.97 85.74
LR 74.82 75.79 75.26 75.25 77.13 77.54 75.25
AB 20.83 22.99 23.96 22.99 22.92 26.55 23.6
DT 48.36 46.58 45.47 56.54 45.13 49.02 55.51

GCM ET 65.37 69.5 62.69 69.01 70.61 65.87 65.79
KNN 52.1 55.43 46.78 56.27 48.31 47.72 53
MLP 22.66 39.02 23.28 22.68 23.81 2.81 77.11
RF 69.72 74.04 59.11 71.97 68.68 77.37 65.88
GB 50.28 68.19 62.96 67.19 75.07 48.59 72.25
Avg 50.52 56.44 49.94 55.24 53.96 49.43 61.05
LR 89.7 90.05 89.75 89.56 90.12 91.19 90.24
AB 90 88.66 87.33 88.33 91.12 88.74 88.7
DT 85.47 86.04 86.49 86.62 85.43 86.65 88.41

Gina ET 91.95 93.01 92.08 91.88 93.29 92.83 92.38
KNN 91.72 92 91 92.07 92.87 92.75 92.89
MLP 94.91 94.37 95.03 94.55 95.38 95.33 95.24
RF 91.38 91.68 91.09 90.52 92.18 91.5 91.18
GB 91.83 91.72 90.64 91.85 93.11 92.26 90.94
Avg 90.87 90.94 90.43 90.67 91.69 91.41 91.25
LR 37.5 35 37.5 35.9 37.04 37.97 33.33
AB 38.2 31.11 39.22 33.33 30.95 23.91 39.08
DT 40 45.16 44.26 40.63 36.07 44.12 40.65

Kc1 ET 39.53 40.45 45.45 40.91 43.48 38.71 42.22
KNN 35.79 40.43 27.91 38.71 35.79 38.38 46.43
MLP 40.48 36.78 38.55 37.5 38.1 35.29 36.14
RF 46.67 40.82 47.31 46.32 42.55 39.18 38
GB 47.31 39.13 40.86 38.2 42.35 40.43 41.76
Avg 40.69 38.61 40.13 38.94 38.29 37.25 39.70

Table 10. Continued.
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DATASETS CLF LMRKS CMBD T_Based CMBD ∪ LMRKS CMBD ∪ T_Based LMRKS ∪ T_Based W_AVG
LR 67.57 63.5 68.07 67.3 65.9 68.94 84.53
AB 79.85 77.28 81.78 80.78 78.48 80.47 79.59
DT 75.61 74.85 78.26 78.67 77.82 76.34 77.37

Madelon ET 87.62 87.22 89.02 88.97 86.74 87.04 87.89
KNN 89.62 86.42 88.58 89.49 84.37 87.33 89.25
MLP 80.72 76.5 81.15 81.19 77.67 78.87 81.99
RF 86.96 87.12 87.69 87.81 87.4 87.74 87.96
GB 86.36 85.18 85.71 86.76 86.32 85.17 87.92
Avg 81.79 79.76 82.53 82.62 80.59 81.49 84.56
LR 96.02 95.14 96.33 97.42 93.85 93.56 94.94
AB 16.59 6.41 6.68 15.71 15.92 6.68 18.15
DT 80.95 88.29 86.29 89.03 85.31 92.52 86.48

Micro-mass ET 96.16 94.94 92.09 94.78 92.03 93.48 93.76
KNN 90.16 92.55 90.14 91.54 86.72 89.67 91.22
MLP 96.16 97.23 97.42 97.42 94.98 96.16 97.96
RF 90.75 89.89 92.09 94.78 87.01 92.08 94.94
GB 90.34 88.07 88.67 90.36 91.63 87.77 91.23
Avg 82.14 81.57 81.21 83.88 80.93 81.49 83.59
LR 96.52 96.43 96.58 96.43 96.22 96.54 96.42
AB 96.14 96.3 96.42 96.28 96.31 96.2 96.34
DT 96.28 95.91 96.07 96.31 96.21 96.19 96.21

Nomao ET 97.72 97.7 97.65 97.78 97.84 97.83 97.86
KNN 97.14 97.05 96.87 97.13 96.96 97.19 97
MLP 97.31 97.51 97.17 97.47 97.15 97.35 97.41
RF 97.66 97.77 97.63 97.69 97.72 97.75 97.75
GB 97.04 96.85 96.82 96.99 96.89 97.01 96.94
Avg 96.98 96.94 96.90 97.01 96.91 97.01 96.99
LR 56.77 56.38 55.83 55.88 55.77 56.13 56.22
AB 55.17 55.93 55.37 56.24 55.71 56 55.32
DT 50.22 50.28 51.31 50.23 50 51.06 55.57

Numerai28 ET 51.87 51.08 51.25 51.76 51.46 51.51 51.2
KNN 51.12 51.17 51.72 50.8 52.08 51.54 51.04
MLP 56.35 56.42 54.34 55.68 53.25 53.11 56.93
RF 51.97 51.68 51.68 51.77 51.94 51.34 64.63
GB 56.8 56.78 56.45 57.22 56.4 57.41 57.1
Avg 53.78 53.72 53.49 53.70 53.33 53.51 56.00
LR 56.04 54.93 56.54 57.84 54.74 55.58 75.06
AB 72.49 71.82 73.7 71.69 72.79 75.24 72.29
DT 77.67 76.63 78.68 78.8 76.45 78.04 76.66

Phoneme ET 84.98 85.95 84.59 86.13 85.25 85.85 88.36
KNN 78.1 79.55 78.1 77.98 77.27 79.08 76.77
MLP 73.1 73.99 76.18 73.39 73.85 74.51 71.71
RF 83.52 85.25 83.33 84.07 85.53 84.88 88.51
GB 76 77.83 79.67 76.72 78.62 79.74 79.06
Avg 75.24 75.74 76.35 75.83 75.56 76.62 78.55
LR 97.58 96.8 96.97 96.89 96.96 97.17 97.13
AB 89.84 89.84 90.25 89.84 89.84 89.84 89.9
DT 100 99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99 99.99

Shuttle ET 99.96 99.95 99.94 99.95 99.95 99.96 99.95
KNN 99.92 99.92 99.92 99.94 99.94 99.93 99.92
MLP 99.96 99.97 99.97 99.96 99.95 99.97 99.97
RF 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.96
GB 99.99 99.98 99.98 99.99 99.99 100 100
Avg 98.40 98.30 98.37 98.32 98.32 98.35 98.35

Table 10. Continued.
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